EDS works with a library's many diverse resources. A library's catalog can be included in EDS by exporting the catalog's MARC bibliographic records. If you are sending your entire catalog to EDS then use Staff Functions->Cataloging->Export MARC Bibs:

Filter bibs by:
- All bibs regardless of items
- Non-serial items
- Serial items
- Just URLs

Export Holdings:
- Non-serial
- Serials
- Current loans, holds, and item statistics
- Remove Bib's Remnant Holdings Tags
- OpenURL Back to Resource in Catalog
- URLs
- URLs via the CyberTools Link Resolver

Include nonpublic data:
- Nonpublic notes $x, e.g. tag 356 & others
- CyberTools operating data, e.g., $G & $XX

These settings enable the user to see each work's items and each item's status. Option “URLs via the CyberTools Link Resolver” replaces online resource's URLs with an OpenURL to your CyberTools OPAC so that CyberTools can

- count the click;
- if necessary apply the URL rewriter service (e.g. EZproxy);
- automatically and seamlessly redirect to the online resource's URL.